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Abstract

Many current applications widely use wireless tech-
nologies where mobile hosts communicate with �xed base
stations thanks to wireless communications. These ap-
plications have often real-time constraints. The main
problem is then to e�ciently manage transactions de-
spite the network disconnections. In this paper, we
study the problem of insuring computing continuity of
query real-time transactions in spite of the disconnec-
tion problems. To this purpose, we develop a protocol,
called DT-protocol, where are taken into account the fre-
quent disconnections of the wireless network. We show,
through simulations results, that DT-protocol brings a
value added in the management of query transactions in
wireless environment.
Key-words: mobile databases, soft real-time transac-
tions, wireless environment, network disconnection

1 Introduction

Rapid advances in wireless communications technolo-
gies have led many current applications to widely use
these technologies. For example, in an electronic com-
merce application, there is a main distributed database
(located in a �xed site, say S) and there are actors of the
commerce equipped with small mobile devices (mobile
hosts, MHs). The MHs communicate with S via wire-
less networks. In this system, transactions done by the
mobile devices, notably query transactions, must receive
results from the server as timely as possible in order to
avoid economical consequences. In this application, each
mobile device contains a view of the database and it
must be possible for each vendor/customer to reach the
�xed site in order to execute a transaction. The results
must be provided by the server as timely and possible
despite the network disconnections. The main problem
is then to insure transactions computing continuity. In
this paper, we address this problem and we focus par-
ticularly on soft real-time query transactions. The pa-
per is organized as follows. In section 2, the model we

propose is described. In section 3, we recall the epsilon-
delta and delta-deadline concepts. Section 4 presents
the main contribution of this paper, that is a protocol
to manage soft real-time query transactions in wireless
environment. In section 5, are presented some simula-
tion results. In section 6, an overview of the researches
done on issues met in a mobile environment is given.
In section 7, we have summarized this paper and some
extensions to this work are presented.

2 Modelization

We consider a mobile system which consists of a set
of �xed base stations and mobile hosts. Without loss
of generality, we use one �xed site and N mobile nodes,
called mobile hosts (MH) linked by wireless communica-
tions. We consider a main database located in the �xed
site and distributed over all mobile nodes so as each MH

contains a small replica of the main database. Each MH

may query or update the database server. We also as-
sume that the applications may tolerate approximate re-
sults and transactions deadline overruns. Generally, dis-
connections durations are frequent but of little duration
so as a period of disconnection is often (in probability)
less than the extended transactions deadlines [6]. There-
fore, when the connection is reestablished, the server ei-
ther sends the result to the MH or becomes ready to re-
ceive queries or updates from MHs. The main objective
is then to insure the availability and freshness of infor-
mation in the database, in spite of disconnections.

3 "-data and �-deadline concepts

"-data and �-deadline notions have been proposed by
Saad et al. [6] in order to deal with controlled impreci-
sion when manipulating data items, and to deal with
controlled transactions deadline overruns. The tradi-
tional compatibility matrix used in transactions concur-
rency control has been modi�ed in order to take into



account approximate data values. This allows read and
write transactions to access simultaneously the same
data item under certain conditions. These conditions
may be summarized by saying that the imprecision in-
troduced by this concurrent access to a data item must
be bounded by the imprecision tolerated by this data.

In this paper, these notions are applied to deal with
the network disconnections, allowing then soft real-time
transactions to meet their deadlines.

4 DT-Protocol description

We propose a protocol to ensure computing continuity
of soft real-time transactions. Each transaction have an
initial deadline and an extended deadline (�-deadline).
Let T be a query transaction sent by a MH to the server
S. In order for the MH to receive an exploitable result, S
must send a timely result. However, due to the discon-
nections, S must determine at which time it will send
the result. If S estimates that a disconnection will occur
before it sends the whole result, then S sends a partial
result before the disconnection. Sometimes, the server
may estimate that it can be better to wait in order to
send the better result. The problem is then to determine
either the last moment for sending a result before a
possible disconnection (called response time limit) or to
determine if it is better to wait the re-connection instant.

Main notations
We now give the main notations and data structure used.
MH : mobile host;
S : server;
D : transaction deadline;
D
�

: extended deadline;
wq : server ready transactions queue;
Lrt : Limit for the response time; it represents the farthest

date after which the server must send an answer; after,

a disconnection between S and MH may occur;
Æ : maximum duration of a message transmission between S

and a MH, without a disconnection;
MinC : minimum duration of a reliable communication be-

fore a probable disconnection;
MaxD : maximum duration of a disconnection period before

a new communication establishment.

Computing of the response time limit

Now, we'll check whether or not an interrupted commu-
nication may be resumed after the disconnection dura-
tion. When a new connection is established at time tc,
the server makes an estimation whether or not the com-
munication will be terminated at least before the end of
the response time limit D(TQ) + �(TQ) (we denote by
D
�
this instant). Figure 1 illustrates the three possible

cases:

1. MinC < D
�
� tc < MinC + MaxD : if a discon-

nection occurs before the transaction reaches its ex-
tended deadline D

�
, then the transaction has less

chances to meet its deadline D
�
. Then the server

must restart the transaction if it is not too late.
Then, the response-time limit must be �xed to
L
rt
= tc +MinC .

2. 0 < D
�
� tc < MinC : a disconnection will not occur

before time D
�
. Therefore, the farthest instant to

send the answer must be equal to D(TQ) + �(TQ);
L
rt
= D

�
.

3. Let t be the current time. IfMinC+MaxD < D
�
�tc

and D
�
+tc�t < MinC+MaxD then we have to con-

sider that the communication may continue until the
limit D

�
�MaxD . So, we have L

rt
= D

�
�MaxD . If

the communication is interrupted and reestablished
again, then the response time limit will become as
we have seen in one of the previous cases.
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Figure 1: How to �nd the response time limit

Algorithm

The following algorithm is composed of two parts: one
part is executed on the mobile host and the other part
is executed on the server.
Details of the algorithm

On MHi

� A query transaction is sent to S

Connection to the server S and initialization:

AccurateValueObtained (TQij
) = false

Send Request(TQij
, D
� ij

)

� Reception of the transaction reply (d, precision) from S

if :precision then TemporaryV alue(d) = d

else /* Use d as a final value */

AccurateValueObtained (TQij
) = true

� Periodically at date t (the period is fixed by MHi)

if ((t > D
�
(TQij

) + 2Æ)) and

(AccurateValueObtained(TQij
) = false)

then use TemporaryValue(d) as the final value



On S:

Transaction scheduler
� Reception of the transaction request TQij

sent by MHi

/* Initializes the response-time limit of TQij
*/

L
rt
(TQij

) = D
�
(TQij

)

/* and insertion of TQij
in the ready-transactions queue wq*/

inserts (TQij
; D
�
(TQij

); L
rt
(TQij

))

� On each activation (date t)

if (TQij
), an active transaction has terminated then

call Commit_Proc (TQij
)

else inserts it in wq

foreach TQij
in wq do

if D
�
(TQij

) < t then call Abort_Proc (TQij
)

/* because (TQij
) has missed its extended deadline */

else /* computes the response-time limit for TQij
*/

/* by using the function RespT imeLimit: */

L
rt ij

=RespTimeLimit (TQij
,D
�
(TQij

), MinC i, MaxDi)

Sort (wq) /*according to the response-time limits*/

Transaction manager
� Reception of the transaction request TQij

sent by MHi:

/* Because TQij
has not started yet, we have: */

Commit(TQij
) = false

� Commit_Proc (TQij
):� used by TM to commit �

/* an accurate value of d is sent to MHi, with conditions: */

Commit(TQij
) = true

Wait (MHi connected or t � D
�
(TQij

))

if t � D
�
(TQij

)

AccurateValueObtained= true /* precise value is sent */

send Reply(d, AccurateValueObtained) to MHi

else Abort_Proc (TQij
)

� Abort_Proc (TQij
): Rollback TQij

� On each activation (date t)

if t = ResponseT imeLimit(TQij
)� 2Æ then

if Commit(TQij
) = false then */

AccurateValueObtained(TQij
) = false

send Reply(d, AccurateValueObtained) to MHi

Function called by the scheduler

Function RespTimeLimit (TQij
,D
�
(TQij

), MinC i, MaxDi)

Computing L
rt
(TQij

) (at time t)

Begin

Let TQij
be the active query transaction

tc = GetConnectionDate(TQij
)

Case D
�
(TQij

) 2 [tc +MinC ; tc +MinC +MaxD]:

L
rt
(TQij

) = t +MinC

Case D
�
(TQij

) 2 [tc; tc +MinC ]:

L
rt
(TQij

) = D
�
(TQij

)

Case D
�
(TQij

) > tc +MinC +MaxD:

L
rt
(TQij

) = D
�
(TQij

)�MaxD

Return L
rt
(TQij

)

End
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Figure 2: Cumulative diagram where connections dura-
tion are larger than disconnections duration

5 Simulation results

5.1 Response time limit adjustment

Because the transaction duration is variable, the
response time limit must be adjusted. This section
presents the impact of disconnections on the response
time limits, and a method to adjust them is presented,
according to the situations we have explained in section
4. The diagram 2 shows speci�c con�gurations for con-
nection and disconnection durations. Each point of a
curve represents the rate of transactions that must be
terminated at a given deadline.

For the simulation, we have considered one million
of successive transactions whose execution-time is equal
to 1000 units. A ��deadline is assigned to each trans-
action. Figure 2 depicts three cases where the discon-
nection duration is relatively short in comparison with
the connection duration. The intervals for each curve
ci, represent respectively the disconnection duration and
the connection duration. For example, The �rst curve c1
has a disconnection duration that �uctuates between 20

and 25 units of time and a connection period that has
only a minimum value of 200 units.

For all the con�gurations ci, the �rst limit for the
server to send a reply corresponds to the extended dead-

line minus the maximum disconnection duration. When
the connection duration is very large, the third case be-
comes preponderant (c1 and c2). We note that most
of the answers are to be returned to the mobile host be-
fore the initial deadline, then the progression is relatively
constant up to the deadline. As soon as the connection
duration is bounded and relatively deterministic (short
interval) as for c3, most of transactions can meet their



extended deadlines.
As a conclusion, we state that even if the communi-

cation is frequently interrupted, the response time limit
depends only on the disconnection duration. The main
problem consists then of determining this instant.

5.2 The "� data usefulness

The "� data notion is useful when the server has not
yet �nished its transaction processing and the response
time limit is close be reached. In this case, it's possible
for the server to send an approximate value (" � data)
before the response time limit L

rt
(TQ). After this instant,

the system evolves in three cases:
� the disconnection lasts until D(TQ) + �(TQ) then
the only exploitable value by MH is the "� data al-
ready received.

� the communication is still established until D(TQ)+
�(TQ), then the server have the possibility to send
the exact value during the added time (if the trans-
action extended deadline is still met).

� the communication is cut and reestablished before
the deadline D(TQ)+�(TQ) expires, then the server
may send the exact (or complete) value if it has
already computed it before this deadline.

6 Related work

For more than a decade, several works have been done
on mobile databases. Walborn et al. in [10] deal with
consistency in mobile databases in PRO-MOTION. In
their paper, the authors designed a method which allows
to transform global constraints into local constraints in
the database in order to achieve consistency. Sang Keun
et al. in [7] deal with a new protocol to support transac-
tional cache consistency in a wireless computing environ-
ment. Dunham et al. [2] used analytical performance to
study the impact of mobility on three di�erent options to
the management of mobile transactions. Shek et al. [8]
developed information dissemination services to support
the dissemination and maintenance of situations aware-
ness over a satellite wireless network infrastructure. In
[1], Badrinath et al. gave a method to implement de-
ferred transmissions in a mobile host. Keller et al. [3]
studied the management of the intermittent connectiv-
ity in independent devices. In [5], Pitoura et al. exploit
versions for handling updates. However, few work has
been done on real-time management in wireless environ-
ment. Among these works, the paper presented by Lam
et al. [9] proposed Distributed Hight Priority-Two-Phase
Locking protocol (DHP-2PL) which deals with transac-
tion concurrency control in mobile distributed environ-
ment. They notably used data similarity notion [4] in
order to deal with network disconnections.

7 Conclusion and future work

Many current applications use large databases located
in �xed sites and mobile hosts communicate with these
databases via wireless links. The main problem is then
to e�ciently manage frequent network disconnections in-
herent to this kind of systems. Furthermore, more of
these applications are real-time in nature. In this pa-
per, we presented DT-Protocol, a protocol that deals
with the soft real-time transactions sent to and received
from mobile databases in order to achieve the continuity
of computing and the database consistency. This will
be a new challenge in mobile computing where discon-
nections between user devices and the main sites occur
frequently. An other issue that we are dealing with is the
reconciliation issue in mobile databases. The reconcilia-
tion process consists of updating locally database replica
and of homogenizing these local updates according to the
global database consistency.
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